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1. Introduction
One of the key differentiators of SAP BW are the various easy-to-consume options to model
business semantics without the need to care for their technical implementation. The delta
capability of DataStores, hierarchies, elimination of internal business volume, and non-cumulative
key figures are just a few examples. This document focuses on inventory handling and noncumulative key figures. It does not describe the business point of view of this topic, nor does it
elaborate on best practices how to model non-cumulatives. Instead, it describes how noncumulative data is stored in InfoProviders, how query processing works if non-cumulative key
figures are involved and how to switch to the improved handling of non-cumulatives as from SAP
BW 7.40. On top of that, this guide describes exciting new functionalities like the option to store
non-cumulatives in advanced DataStores or to create external SAP HANA views for queries with
non-cumulative key figures.

2. Scenario
Non-cumulative key figures can be used for a variety of measures like various types of stocks or
headcount. In this document, we focus on non-cumulative key figures to handle an inventory
management scenario in SAP BW.
A potential scenario for stocks in the retail business could look like this:
1.

On 2015-02-22, the initial stock balance is extracted from a source system and uploaded
into SAP BW first. At this moment, the extracted initial stock quantity is the operational
current stock in the source system.
2. To be able to report on stock quantities before 2015-02-22 we also load historical
movements that happened before the initial stock balance was extracted.
3. From now on goods issues as well as goods receipts are loaded as daily delta movements.

2.1

Data Model

In SAP BW, stocks are modeled as so-called non-cumulative key figures. They are used to process
measures that cannot be meaningfully cumulated over time. Non-cumulative key figures are
summarized (over time) by using the so-called exception aggregation (last value, first value,
minimum, maximum, average).
A non-cumulative key figure is either calculated based on two cumulative key figures, one for
inflows and one for outflows (see Picture 1) or it is calculated based on a single cumulative key
figure containing the difference of inflow and outflow.
In the data model, we use an InfoCube with a non-cumulative key figure (see Picture 2). Later in this
document, we will see that advanced DataStore Objects can also handle non-cumulative key figures
(see chapter 4.1.6).
The InfoCube NCUMCUBE contains two cumulative key figures, one for goods receipts (inflows),
and one for goods issues (outflows): 'Receipt Quantity Total Stock' (0RECTOTSTCK) and 'Issue
Quantity Total Stock' (0ISSTOTSTCK).
Additionally, there is a non-cumulative key figure: 'Quantity Total Stock' (0TOTALSTCK). The value
of this key figure is calculated based on inflows (goods receipts) and outflows (goods issues). The
non-cumulative key figure 0TOTALSTCK itself is not stored in the InfoCube fact table(s) but only
calculated on the fly when the InfoCube is being read by a query or any other interface.
April 2016
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0TOTALSTCK uses aggregation SUM and exception aggregation 'Last Value' (LAST). The reference
characteristic for exception aggregation is always the most granular time characteristic of the
InfoProvider in which the non-cumulative key figure is used. In our case, it is 'Calendar Day'
(0CALDAY).

Picture 1: Non-cumulative key figure with inflow and outflow

Picture 2: InfoCube with non-cumulative key figure
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2.2

Data Extraction and Transformation

In SAP ERP systems, there are two extractors that cover initial stock balances, historic movements,
as well as deltas: 2LIS_03_BX and 2LIS_03_BF.
The extractor 2LIS_03_BX is used to load initial stock balances that are stored in table MARD and
others. As mentioned above 2LIS_03_BX extracts the operational current stock. That is why the
extractor does not allow selecting a key date. No material movements must be posted while the
initial stock is extracted.
The extractor 2LIS_03_BF reads historic material movements as well as delta movements, which
are stored in table MSEG and others.
More details on these extractors and detailed step-by-step instructions are described in SAP First
Guidance – SAP NetWeaver BW 7.30 on HANA – Inventory InfoCubes.
The focus of this document is not on the extraction but on the processing of non-cumulatives in
SAP BW. Therefore, we simply extract from two transparent tables created in SAP BW. The table
ZINITIALBALANCE contains the initial stock balance per 2015-02-22 (see Picture 3) while the table
ZMOVEMENTS contains any material movements – historical transactions and delta movements
(see Picture 4).

Picture 3: Structure of table ZINITIALBALANCE with initial stock balance per 2015-02-22

Picture 4: Structure of table ZMOVEMENTS with material movements
To be able to extract from both tables we create two generic DataSources via transaction RSO2.
After saving the DataSource ZINITIALBALANCE that extracts from the identically named table, it is
important to edit the properties of this DataSource stored in table ROOSOURCE. To do so, call
April 2016
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transaction SE16, table ROOSOURCE, restrict OLTPSOURCE to 'ZINITIALBALANCE' and change
the column STOCKUPD from space to 'X'. Only then, the DataSource can be used to load initial
stock balances. You may verify the DataSource properties in transaction RSA2. There, in the tab
'Extraction', you should see that the flag 'Init. Non-Cum.' is checked (see Picture 5).

Picture 5: DataSource setting 'Init. Non-Cum.'
For DataSource ZMOVEMENTS, you should mark the field CALDAY for selection. Then both
DataSources must be replicated and activated as 7.x DataSources in transaction RSDS. You should
verify that the DataSource ZINITIALBALANCE is shown as DataSource for 'Opening Balance'
(see Picture 6).

Picture 6: DataSource ZINITIALBALANCE for 'Opening Balance'
The two DataSources and the InfoCube are connected by two simple transformations as shown in
Picture 7 and Picture 8.
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Picture 7: Transformation between DataSource ZINITIALBALANCE and InfoCube NCUMCUBE

Picture 8: Transformation between DataSource ZMOVEMENTS and InfoCube NCUMCUBE

3. Non-Cumulatives in InfoCubes
In the following chapters, we look at how data is loaded and stored depending on the InfoCube
subtype (classic vs. HANA-optimized) and we will learn more about the latest optimizations for
non-cumulatives in SAP BW 7.40.
We start with the classic (i.e. non-HANA-optimized) InfoCube as it was already used in SAP
BW 7.0x. You may ask why we spend a few lines on InfoCube types that should not be used any
longer in SAP BW powered by SAP HANA. Well, it probably helps knowing the history to get a better
understanding of the advantages of the improved concept introduced with SAP BW 7.40. However,
it is up to you to skip to the chapter you are interested in. The important steps and aspects will be
repeated in each chapter.

3.1

Non-Cumulatives in Classic InfoCubes

So let's have a look at how non-cumulatives are loaded into a classic InfoCube, how the data is
stored internally and how it is read by the Analytic Manager.

April 2016
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3.1.1

Initial Stock Balance

To load the initial stock balance we create and run an InfoPackage for DataSource
ZINITIALBALANCE with update mode 'Generate Initial Status' (see Picture 9) as well as a DTP from
DataSource ZINITIALBALANCE into InfoCube NCUMCUBE with extraction mode 'Initial NonCumulative for Non-Cumulative Values' (see Picture 10).
Please remember that we simply extract data from transparent tables, which were created in SAP
BW. In case you extract from ERP, please consider chapter 2.2.

Picture 9: InfoPackage with Update Mode 'Generate Initial Status'

Picture 10: DTP with Extraction Mode 'Initial Non-Cumulative for Non-Cumulative Values'
Picture 11 shows the initial stock balances of our sample scenario, which are stored in table
ZINITIALBALANCE.

Picture 11: Initial stock balances in table ZINITIALBALANCE
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Before we have a look at the content of the InfoCube after loading the initial stock balances, we
briefly recap the table layout of classic InfoCubes. They are represented by the BW-extended star
schema with two fact tables (E-table with read-optimized partitioning, F-table with write/deleteoptimized partitioning), dimension tables as grouping sets of characteristics, and shared master
data tables.
Another aspect of InfoCubes that plays an important role in the next chapters is the record type.
Technically this is the InfoObject 0RECORDTP which is stored in the package dimension table; so
record type is an attribute of a dimension ID. It is important to keep in mind that the semantics of
the record type depends on the InfoCube subtype and the release of SAP BW.
So let's have a look at the content of the F fact table and the package and time dimension tables
after we ran the InfoPackage and the DTP for the initial stock balance (see Picture 12).

Picture 12: Content of F fact table, time and package dimension after loading initial stock balances
While writing the initial stock balances into the F fact table, BW converted the date value from
2015-02-22 into 9999-12-31. Furthermore the opening stock balance was written into a dimension
(DIMID 3 in our case) with record type '1' (0RECORDTP='1'). Why was this done?
Non-cumulative classic InfoCubes use the technical InfoObject 'Record Type' (0RECORDTP) to
differentiate between
–

the so-called reference points with 0RECORDTP='1' and

–

"normal" fact table records for historical and delta movements with 0RECORDTP='0'.

Remark: With HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x, record type '2' was introduced for
historical movements. We will see that later (see chapter 3.2.1). Classic InfoCubes still use record
type '0' for delta movements as well as for historical movements.
What is a reference point at all? For classic InfoCubes, reference points (0RECORD_TP='1') contain
the initialization records i.e. the initial stock balances in our scenario. They are always stored for the
fixed date 9999-12-31 (infinity). Furthermore, reference points are updated whenever a request
with delta movements is collapsed. In other words, reference points are the stock values of the
initialization plus/minus those of all collapsed requests with delta movements. Sounds confusing?
Let's continue with collapsing and loading data. It should become clearer soon.
After loading the initial stock balances, you should collapse that request first. To do so you leave
the flags in the 'Collapse' tab on their default values i.e. 'No Marker Update' must remain unchecked
(see Picture 13). In other words, "marker update" must be active. The term 'marker' is used as
synonym for 'reference point' here.
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Picture 13: Collapse request with initial stock balances
After collapsing the request with initial stock balances, we see that the content of the F fact table is
moved to the E fact table (see Picture 14). All fact table records now refer to package dimension
ID 1 i.e. record type is still '1' but the request information is gone (0REQUID='0') which is the
expected behavior of InfoCube collapse.

Picture 14: Content of E fact table, time and package dimension after collapsing initial stock
balances

3.1.2 Delta Movements
In the next step, we load delta movements i.e. those stock changes that occurred after the
initialization on 2015-02-22. To do so we create a simple DTP from DataSource ZMOVEMENTS into
InfoCube NCUMCUBE with a filter on CALDAY > '2015-02-22' and run it.
Picture 15 shows the delta movements of our sample scenario, which are stored in table
ZMOVEMENTS.
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Picture 15: Delta movements in table ZMOVEMENTS
As explained above, delta movements are loaded for record type '0'. Consequently, we see new
records in the F fact table for package dimension ID 4 with 0RECORDTP='0' after loading the delta
movements (see Picture 16). The content of the E fact table remains unchanged.

Picture 16: Content of F fact table, time and package dimension after loading delta movements
Now we collapse the delta movements. This must also be done with 'No Marker Update' unchecked
in the 'Collapse' tab (see Picture 13).
After collapsing the request with delta movements, we see that the content of the F fact table is
moved to the E fact table (see Picture 17). All fact table records related to delta movements now
refer to package dimension ID 0 i.e. record type is still '0' and the request information is gone
(0REQUID='0') which is expected after collapsing a request.
On top of that, the system updated the values of the reference points while collapsing the delta
movements. Let's verify that for material A100 in plant S400:
100

reference point before collapsing the delta movements

–

70

goods issue on 2015-02-25

+

150

goods receipt on 2015-02-26

180

new reference point value after collapsing the delta movements
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Picture 17: Content of E fact table, time and package dimension after collapsing delta movements

The reference points were updated because the flag 'No Marker Update' was unchecked in the
'Collapse' tab. 'Marker' is a synonym to 'reference point' here as mentioned above. This logic
ensures that the reference points – according to the definition above – contain the initialization
records (i.e. the initial stock balances in our scenario) plus/minus all collapsed requests with delta
movements.
Why does SAP BW update the reference points during collapse of requests? If an InfoCube is
regularly collapsed, recent stock values can be computed with minimal effort based on the
reference points and "a few" delta movements according to the time restriction in the query.
Calculating stock values from long ago is more time-consuming. However, the typical reporting
scenario is likely to benefit from this concept as recent data is usually queried more often.
At this point, we should verify how the result of a simple query without any filters looks like.

Picture 18: Query result after loading initial stock balances and delta movements
This looks like the expected result. We get a drilldown for the complete time interval between
2015-02-22 and 2015-02-26 including days without any material movement. However, we do not
see any material movements prior to the initialization date. So let's go ahead and load some
historical movements.

April 2016
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3.1.3 Historical Movements
Now we load historical movements i.e. those stock changes that occurred before the initialization
on 2015-02-22. To do so, we create a simple DTP from DataSource ZMOVEMENTS into InfoCube
NCUMCUBE with a filter on CALDAY < '2015-02-22'. There is no difference between the DTP for
delta movements and the DTP for historical movements if the data target is a classic InfoCube –
except for the filter on CALDAY. So the system cannot distinguish between historical and delta
movements at this point.
Picture 19 shows the historical movements of our sample scenario, which are stored in table
ZMOVEMENTS.

Picture 19: Historical movements in table ZMOVEMENTS
As explained above, historical movements are loaded for record type '0' in case the InfoProvider is
a classic InfoCube. Consequently, we see new records in the F fact table for package dimension ID 5
with 0RECORDTP='0' after loading the historical movements (see Picture 20).

Picture 20: Content of F fact table, time and package dimension after loading historical movements
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Let's run the query again.

Picture 21: Incorrect query result after loading historical movements – before collapse
This time, the query shows an unexpected result, but why? Semantically the historical movements
were already contained in the initial stock balances. In fact, from a business point of view, the
historical movements finally led to the initial stock balances. However, the Analytic Manager is not
aware of that fact. Instead, the system currently considers the historical movements as "normal"
delta movements and considers them twice. For example, the correct stock quantity for material
B200 on 2015-02-26 is 100 (see Picture 18). But now, the historical goods issue of 300 on 2015-0217 is subtracted which leads to an incorrect value of -200 on 2015-02-26.
To correct that, we have to collapse the request with historical movements. When collapsing
historical movements it is crucial to check the flag for 'No Marker Update' (see Picture 22).
Otherwise, the historical movements would be added to the reference points and thus would be
considered as "normal" delta movements.

Picture 22: Collapse request with historical movements
After collapsing the request with historical movements, we see that the content of the F fact table is
moved to the E fact table (see Picture 23). All fact table records related to historical movements
now refer to package dimension ID 0 i.e. record type is still '0' and the request information is gone
(0REQUID='0') which is the expected behavior of InfoCube collapse.
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Picture 23: Content of E fact table, time and package dimension after collapsing historical
movements
The system did not update the values of the reference points because 'No Marker Update' was
checked in the 'Collapse' tab. Now we get the expected query result including historical movements.

Picture 24: Query result after collapsing historical movements
Collapsing requests with an incorrect setting for 'No Marker Update' is one of the main reasons for
"incorrect" data in non-cumulative classic InfoCubes and a major drawback of the non-cumulative
concept for classic InfoCubes. Besides, it is not possible to validate historical movements without
collapsing them but on the other hand, it is not possible to delete the collapsed request with
historical transactions if the data is not correct. Both issues were addressed when the logic for
HANA-optimized InfoCubes was implemented, as we will see in chapter 3.2.
April 2016
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3.1.4 Query Processing
This chapter explains how the Analytic Manager calculates the stock value for a time interval
between t1 and t2 for classic InfoCubes.

Picture 25: Formula for the inventory value at any time t0
The formula above shows how stock values for any time t0 in a time interval between t1 and t2 are
computed. This requires two read requests to the database and some calculation within SAP BW:
1.

The first read request computes the stock value at infinity. To do so the Analytic Manager
adds the reference point (record type '1') and all movements in uncollapsed requests with
record type '0'. This query does not have a time characteristic in the "GROUP BY".

2. The second read request reads all movements between t1 and infinity – with time
characteristic in the "GROUP BY".
3. Using the data read in step 2, the system is able to do a backwards calculation from the
values at infinity (read in step 1) to the upper limit of the interval t2 – and further to the lower
limit of the interval t1. This is simply done by subtracting all goods receipts and adding all
goods issues that happened between infinity and the requested point in time.
For material A100, plant S400, and time interval between 2015-02-24 (t1) and 2015-02-26 (t2), the
calculation would look like this:
1.

Compute the stock value at infinity for material A100, plant S400.
+/–

180

reference point

n/a

uncollapsed requests with record type '0'

180

stock value at infinity

2. Read all movements between 2015-02-24 (t1) and infinity for material A100, plant S400.
3. Calculate backwards from stock value at infinity by subtracting all goods receipts and
adding all goods issues read in step 2:
+/–

–

180

stock value at infinity

n/a

movements with date > 2015-02-26 and < infinity

180

stock value on 2015-02-26

180

stock value at infinity

150

movements with date > 2015-02-25 and < infinity

30

stock value on 2015-02-25
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180
–

150

+

70
100

3.2

stock value at infinity
movements with date > 2015-02-24 and < infinity
stock value on 2015-02-24

Non-Cumulatives in HANA-optimized InfoCubes
in 7.3x

In the previous chapter, we looked at how data is loaded and internally stored in a classic (i.e. nonHANA-optimized) InfoCube. In this chapter, we will see how non-cumulatives are loaded into a
HANA-optimized InfoCube in SAP BW 7.3x, how the data is stored internally, and how it is read by
the Analytic Manager.
Please note that this chapter also applies to HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.40 and 7.50 if
they were originally created in SAP BW 7.3x and have not yet been switched to the optimized noncumulative logic that was introduced with SAP BW 7.40. See chapter 3.3.5 for further details on
how to identify whether an InfoCube has already been switched to the optimized handling or not.
In case you read the previous chapter, you may notice that there are quite some redundancies
between both chapters. On the other side, this allows you to skip those parts of the document you
are not interested in.

3.2.1 Initial Stock Balance
To load the initial stock balance we create an InfoPackage for DataSource ZINITIALBALANCE with
update mode 'Generate Initial Status' (see Picture 9) as well as a DTP from DataSource
ZINITIALBALANCE into InfoCube NCUMH73X with extraction mode 'Initial Non-Cumulative for
Non-Cumulative Values' (see Picture 26).
Please remember that we simply extract data from transparent tables, which were created in SAP
BW. In case you extract from ERP, please consider chapter 2.2.

Picture 26: DTP with Extraction Mode 'Initial Non-Cumulative for Non-Cumulative Values'
Picture 27 shows again the initial stock balances of our sample scenario, which are stored in table
ZINITIALBALANCE.
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Picture 27: Initial stock balances in table ZINITIALBALANCE
Before we have a look at the content of the InfoCube, we briefly recap the table layout of HANAoptimized InfoCubes. Classic InfoCubes are represented by the BW-extended star schema with two
fact tables (F- and E-fact table), dimension tables as grouping sets of characteristics and shared
master data tables. While this schema is optimized for classic RDBMS technology, it is not required
for a modern in-memory database like SAP HANA. HANA-optimized InfoCubes are greatly
simplified by using only one fact table and joining directly to the master data tables – except for the
package dimension. See Klaus Nagel's blog Aspects of the HANA-optimized InfoCube for further
details.
So let's have a look at the content of the fact table and the package dimension table after we ran the
InfoPackage and the DTP for the initial stock balance (see Picture 28).

Picture 28: Content of the fact table and package dimension after loading initial stock balances
While writing the initial stock balances into the fact table, BW converted the date value from
2015-02-22 into 9999-12-31. Furthermore the opening stock balance was written into a dimension
(DIMID 4 in our case) with record type '1' (0RECORDTP='1'). Why was this done?
Non-cumulative HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x use the technical InfoObject 'Record
Type' (0RECORDTP) to differentiate between
–

the so-called reference points with 0RECORDTP='1',

–

delta movements with 0RECORDTP='0' and

–

historical movements with 0RECORDTP='2'.

With HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x, record type '2' was introduced for historical
movements. This allows SAP BW to identify historical movements by their record type which was
not possible before with classic InfoCubes. Introducing record type '2' closes a gap in the original
concept for non-cumulatives and helps avoiding the main error source for unexpected query results
with non-cumulative InfoCubes (see chapter 3.1.3 for further details).
For HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x, reference points (0RECORD_TP='1') contain the
initialization records i.e. the initial stock balances in our scenario. They are always stored for the
fixed date 9999-12-31 (infinity). Unlike for classic InfoCubes, reference points in HANA-optimized
InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x are not updated when a request with delta movements is collapsed. Why
did this change? The computing power of SAP HANA makes it possible to aggregate stock values
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during query runtime. Thus, no special handling for reference points is required during collapse of
requests.
With this information we can describe the semantics of the record type in a slightly different way:
Non-cumulative HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x use the technical InfoObject 'Record
Type' (0RECORDTP) to differentiate between
–

the so-called reference points with 0RECORDTP='1',

–

fact table records that are not yet (semantically) contained in the reference points with
0RECORDTP='0' and

–

fact table records that are already (semantically) contained in the reference points with
0RECORDTP='2'.

This description may be less intuitive than the one above. However, it is more precise as it also fits
for HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x that were converted from classic InfoCubes.
Back to our scenario. After loading the initial stock balances, you should collapse that request first.
Unlike for classic InfoCubes there is no flag 'No Marker Update' and hence no need to decide on the
right setting (see Picture 29).

Picture 29: Collapse request with initial stock balances
After collapsing the request with initial stock balances, we see that all fact table records now refer
to package dimension ID 1 i.e. record type is still '1' but the request information is gone
(0REQUID='0') which is the expected behavior of InfoCube collapse (see Picture 30). HANAoptimized InfoCubes do not have an E fact table. Therefore, data is not moved between fact tables
but only updated in the fact table.

Picture 30: Content of the fact table and package dimension after collapsing initial stock balances
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3.2.2 Delta Movements
In the next step, we load delta movements i.e. those stock changes that occurred after the
initialization on 2015-02-22. To do so we create a simple DTP from DataSource ZMOVEMENTS into
InfoCube NCUMH73X with a filter on CALDAY > '2015-02-22' and run it.
Picture 31 shows again the delta movements of our sample scenario, which are stored in table
ZMOVEMENTS.

Picture 31: Delta movements in table ZMOVEMENTS
As explained above, delta movements are loaded for record type '0'. Consequently, we see new
records in the fact table for package dimension ID 5 with 0RECORDTP='0' after loading the delta
movements (see Picture 32).

Picture 32: Content of the fact table and package dimension after loading delta movements
Now we collapse the delta movements. Just to repeat the field 'No Marker Update' is not shown in
the 'Collapse' tab for HANA-optimized InfoCubes (see Picture 29). So there is no need to decide on
the right setting.
After collapsing the request with delta movements, we see that all fact table records related to
delta movements now refer to package dimension ID 0 i.e. record type is still '0' but the request
information is gone (0REQUID='0') which is expected after collapsing a request (see Picture 33).
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Picture 33: Content of the fact table and package dimension after collapsing delta movements
Unlike for classic InfoCubes, the reference points were not updated while collapsing the request
with delta movements. Not updating the reference points also means that stock values in reporting
have to be computed as the total of the initial stock balance plus/minus all delta movements that
happened before the date requested by the query. This is in line with the idea that SAP HANA is
able to aggregate a huge number of stock values at query runtime in a very short time. As a side
effect, it is not that important to collapse requests in HANA-optimized InfoCubes in 7.3x.
Unfortunately, the approach to not updating reference points while collapsing has a significant
disadvantage, as we will see later (see chapter 3.3.2).

3.2.3 Historical Movements
Now we load historical movements i.e. those stock changes that occurred before the initialization
on 2015-02-22. To do so we create a DTP from DataSource ZMOVEMENTS into InfoCube
NCUMH73X with a filter on CALDAY < '2015-02-22' and update option 'Historical Transactions'
(see Picture 34). This option is only available for HANA-optimized InfoCubes (and advanced
DataStores). It allows SAP BW to detect that the request must not be handled as "normal" delta
movements but as historical transactions that were already semantically contained in the initial
stock balances. It is crucial to check this flag when loading historical transactions. Otherwise,
queries on the InfoCube will show "unexpected" data.
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Picture 34: DTP with update option 'Historical Transactions'
Picture 35 shows again the historical movements of our sample scenario, which are stored in table
ZMOVEMENTS.

Picture 35: Historical movements in table ZMOVEMENTS
As explained above, historical movements are loaded for record type '2' in case the InfoProvider is a
HANA-optimized InfoCube. Consequently, we see new records in the fact table for package
dimension ID 6 with 0RECORDTP='2' after loading the historical movements (see Picture 36).
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Picture 36: Content of the fact table and package dimension after loading historical movements
At this point, let's check how the result of a simple query without any filters looks like (see Picture
37). You may remember that the query on the classic InfoCube showed unexpected results before
collapsing the request with historical movements (see Picture 21). This time it is not mandatory to
collapse the request with historical transactions. The query result is correct. That is a significant
advantage of HANA-optimized InfoCubes over classic InfoCubes. You can verify the historical
movements via BEx query before collapsing the request. Like this, you are able to delete and reload
the request if it contains erroneous data.

Picture 37: Query result before collapsing historical movements
For the sake of completeness, we collapse the request with historical movements. Brief recap, the
field 'No Marker Update' is not shown in the 'Collapse' tab for HANA-optimized InfoCubes (see
Picture 29); hence no need to decide on the appropriate setting.
After collapsing the request with historical movements, we see that all fact table records related to
historical transactions still refer to package dimension ID 2 i.e. record type is '2' (0RECORDTP='2')
but the request information is gone (0REQUID='0') which is the expected behavior of InfoCube
collapse (see Picture 38). Please note that the reference points were not updated.
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Picture 38: Content of the fact table and package dimension after collapsing historical movements

3.2.4 Query Processing
In chapter 3.1.4, we saw how inventory values are computed for classic InfoCubes. In a nutshell, this
is done by calculating the stock value at infinity first, and then calculating backwards from infinity to
the requested point in time. This concept has several disadvantages. First of all, query performance
for recent stock values is only good if the InfoCube is regularly collapsed. Secondly, the runtime for
calculating stock values in the past depends on how far backwards calculation is required.
In this chapter we will see how the Analytic Manager calculates the stock value for a time interval
between t1 and t2 for HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x. In chapter 3.2.1, we already learnt
that reference points are not updated during collapse of requests for HANA-optimized InfoCubes in
SAP BW 7.3x. Instead, stock values are always computed based on all relevant movements during
query runtime. Let's see how exactly this is done.

Picture 39: Formula for the inventory value at any time t0 in the interval [t1, t2]
The formula above shows how stock values for any time t0 in the interval between t1 and t2 are
computed. This requires three read requests to the database and some calculation within SAP BW:
1.

The first read request is needed to compute the stock value at the upper limit of the time
interval t2. How would you do that? Well you have to read the initial stock value i.e. the
reference point. Then you add all delta movements that happened up to and including t2 as
they are also relevant for the query. From that value, you subtract those historical
transactions that happened after t2 as they are not valid for the requested time interval but
already contained in the reference point.
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initial stock balance (record type '1')
+

delta movements (record type '0') with date ≤ t2

–

historical movements (record type '2') with date > t2
stock value at t2

This data is fetched from the database with a single read request that does not require a
time characteristic in the "GROUP BY".
2. The second read request is not shown in the formula and it is not as intuitive to understand
as the first one. This query does not have a time characteristic in the "GROUP BY" – it does
not even request a key figure! The only purpose of this query is to determine those
characteristic combinations that would not be hit by the other two read requests. Those
tuples have only delta movements with date > t2. However, they must still be shown with
zero stock if their corresponding validity slice is part of the query result.
3. The third database request reads all delta movements (record type '0') and all historical
transactions (record type '2') in the time interval between t1 and t2 – with time
characteristic in the "GROUP BY".
4. Using the data read in step 3, the system is able to do a backwards calculation from the
upper limit of the interval t2 (read in step 1) down to the lower limit of the interval t1. This is
simply done by subtracting all goods receipts and adding all goods issues that happened
between t2 and the requested point in time.
As you see the non-cumulative handling for HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x does not
calculate the stock value at infinity first. Instead, it computes the stock value at the upper limit of
the interval t2 right away. This reduces the number of records to be transferred from the database
as well as the runtime for computing the stock values in the Analytic Manager.
For material A100, plant S400, and time interval between 2015-02-24 (t1) and 2015-02-26 (t2), the
calculation would look like this:
1.

Compute the stock value at t2 (2015-02-26) for material A100, plant S400.
+
–
–

100

initial stock balance (record type '1')

150
70

delta movements (record type '0') with date ≤ 2015-02-26 (t2)

n/a

historical movements (record type '2') with date > 2015-02-26 (t2)

180

stock value at 2015-02-26

2. The second read request does not return any data in our sample scenario as our scenario
does not have any fact table records for material A100, plant S400, and date > 2015-02-26
(t2).
3. Read all movements between 2015-02-24 (t1) and 2015-02-26 (t2) for material A100, plant
S400.
4. Calculate backwards from stock value at 2015-02-26 (t2) by subtracting all goods receipts
and adding all goods issues read in step 3:
–

180

stock value at 2015-02-26 (t2)

150

movements with date > 2015-02-25 and ≤ 2015-02-26 (t2)

30

stock value on 2015-02-25
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180
–

150

+

70
100

stock value at 2015-02-26 (t2)
movements with date > 2015-02-24 and ≤ 2015-02-26 (t2)
stock value on 2015-02-24

3.2.5 Conversion of classic InfoCubes to HANA-optimized
InfoCubes
How to convert classic InfoCubes to HANA-optimized InfoCubes is explained in the related chapter
in the Help Portal. However, there are a few points to consider for classic InfoCubes with noncumulative key figures.
In classic InfoCubes, requests with historical transactions and requests with delta movements are
both loaded with record type '0' (see chapter 3.1.1). It is not possible to differentiate semantically
between historical and delta movements based on the fact data. Therefore, you have to collapse
requests with historical transactions in classic InfoCubes with flag 'No Marker Update' checked
immediately after loading to ensure data consistency (see chapter 3.1.3). However, after converting
an InfoCube to HANA-optimized, the system does not show the flag 'No Marker Update' in the
'Collapse' tab any longer (see chapter 3.2.1, Picture 29). This makes it impossible to differentiate
between uncollapsed requests with delta movements and uncollapsed requests with historical
transactions after the conversion to a HANA-optimized InfoCube.
Therefore, it was decided that classic InfoCubes with non-cumulative key figures must not contain
any uncollapsed requests when you convert them to HANA-optimized InfoCubes. This is checked
by transaction RSMIGRHANADB.
There is another restriction for classic InfoCubes in SAP BW powered by SAP HANA that comes
into play here. Collapsing requests in classic InfoCubes is possible in installations with a single
database server (aka single node system) but not allowed in scale-out systems with several
database nodes. Due to this constraint you may run into a situation in scale-out systems where the
conversion to HANA-optimized is not possible due to uncollapsed requests in the InfoCube but
collapsing requests is not possible either.
Therefore, it is highly recommended to collapse all requests in non-cumulative InfoCubes already
before migrating a system to SAP BW powered by SAP HANA. Remember that requests with
historical transactions must be collapsed with flag 'No Marker Update' checked. Follow the
instructions below if you already migrated the system and a non-cumulative InfoCube contains
uncollapsed requests.
So how to convert classic InfoCubes with non-cumulative key figures to HANA-optimized
InfoCubes?
1.

If still possible, collapse all requests in InfoCubes with non-cumulative key figures before
migrating to SAP HANA. Remember that requests with historical transactions must be
collapsed with flag 'No Marker Update' checked (see Picture 22).

2. Check whether the InfoCube contains uncollapsed requests with historical transactions. If
there are no(!) uncollapsed requests with historical transactions:
a. Set the RSADMIN parameter FORCE_NCUM_CUBE_CONVERSION to value 'X' with
report SAP_RSADMIN_MAINTAIN in transaction SE38. This parameter allows
converting classic InfoCubes with uncollapsed requests. Use it with care and only if
you are sure that the InfoCube does not contain any uncollapsed requests with
historical transactions!
b. Continue with step 3 below.
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If there are any uncollapsed requests with historical transactions:
a. In scale-out systems with several database nodes, set the RSADMIN parameter
FORCE_NCUM_CUBE_COMPRESSION to value 'X' with report
SAP_RSADMIN_MAINTAIN in transaction SE38. This parameter allows collapsing
requests in classic InfoCubes in scale-out systems.
b. Collapse all requests containing delta movements with flag 'No Marker Update'
unchecked that were loaded before the requests with historical movements (if
there are any).
c.

Collapse all requests containing historical transactions with flag 'No Marker Update'
checked.

d. Collapse all requests containing delta movements with flag 'No Marker Update'
unchecked that were loaded after the requests with historical movements (if there
are any).
Remark: Requests with historical transactions (c) and all requests loaded before (b)
must be collapsed in any case. There is no way to avoid that. However, it is possible
to avoid the collapse of requests with delta movements loaded after the requests
with historical transactions (d). To do so, you have to set the RSADMIN parameter
FORCE_NCUM_CUBE_CONVERSION to value 'X'. This parameter allows converting
classic InfoCubes with uncollapsed requests. Use it with care and only if you are
sure that the InfoCube does not contain any uncollapsed requests with historical
transactions!
3. Convert the InfoCube to HANA-optimized in transaction RSMIGRHANADB
4. Remove the RSADMIN parameters FORCE_NCUM_CUBE_CONVERSION and
FORCE_NCUM_CUBE_COMPRESSION with report SAP_RSADMIN_MAINTAIN in
transaction SE38 if they have been set before.
See also SAP Notes:
1766577

Converting non-cumulative InfoCubes: All requests compressed

1780575

Conversion fails with error "RSDRI_HDB 059"

From a technical perspective, the conversion transforms a classic InfoCube with its BW-extended
star schema (two fact tables, dimension tables, master data tables) into a HANA-optimized
InfoCube with a single fact table joining directly to the master data tables. See Klaus Nagel's blog
Aspects of the HANA-optimized InfoCube for further details.
HANA-optimized InfoCubes do not need any dimension tables – except for the package dimension,
which stores the request ID as well as the record type. For InfoCubes containing non-cumulative
key figures, the conversion performs an additional step to reflect the new semantics of the record
type. As explained in chapter 3.2.1, the record type in HANA-optimized InfoCubes is used to
differentiate between
–

the so-called reference points with 0RECORDTP='1',

–

fact table records that are not yet (semantically) contained in the reference points with
0RECORDTP='0' and

–

fact table records that are already (semantically)contained in the reference points with
0RECORDTP='2'.

Collapsing requests with delta movements in classic InfoCubes updates the reference points,
moves the delta movements from F to E fact table and leaves the record type of the delta
movements unchanged (0RECORDTP='0') (see chapter 3.1.1). This conflicts with the definition of
record type '0' for HANA-optimized InfoCubes. Fact table records that are already (semantically)
contained in the reference points must have record type '2'. That is why the conversion of a classic
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non-cumulative InfoCube to a HANA-optimized InfoCube must also update the package dimension
entry for collapsed requests with movements from '0' to '2'.

Picture 40: Package dimension table before and after conversion to HANA-optimized InfoCube
Additionally the conversion creates a new default dimension entry with request ID '0' and record
type '0' (DIMID = '6' in the example above).

3.3

Non-Cumulatives in HANA-optimized InfoCubes
in 7.40 and 7.50

In the previous chapter, we looked at how data is loaded and internally stored in a HANA-optimized
InfoCube in SAP BW 7.3x. In this chapter, we will see how non-cumulatives are loaded into a HANAoptimized InfoCube in SAP BW 7.40 and 7.50, how the data is stored internally, and how it is read
by the Analytic Manager.
Please note that this chapter only applies to HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.40 or 7.50 if
they were originally created in SAP BW 7.40 or 7.50 or if they have been switched to the optimized
non-cumulative logic that is available as from SAP BW 7.40. See chapter 3.3.5 for further details on
how to identify whether an InfoCube has already been switched to the optimized handling or not.
In case you read the previous chapters, you may notice that there are quite some redundancies. On
the other side, this allows you to skip those parts of the document you are not interested in.

3.3.1 Initial Stock Balance
To load the initial stock balance we create an InfoPackage for DataSource ZINITIALBALANCE with
update mode 'Generate Initial Status' (see Picture 9) as well as a DTP from DataSource
ZINITIALBALANCE into InfoCube NCUMH740 with extraction mode 'Initial Non-Cumulative for
Non-Cumulative Values' (see Picture 41).
Please remember that we simply extract data from transparent tables, which were created in SAP
BW. In case you extract from ERP, please consider chapter 2.2.

Picture 41: DTP with Extraction Mode 'Initial Non-Cumulative for Non-Cumulative Values'
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Picture 42 shows once more the initial stock balances of our sample scenario, which are stored in
table ZINITIALBALANCE.

Picture 42: Initial stock balances in table ZINITIALBALANCE
So let's have a look at the content of the fact table and the package dimension table after we ran the
InfoPackage and the DTP for the initial stock balance (see Picture 43).

Picture 43: Content of the fact table and package dimension after loading initial stock balances
While writing the initial stock balances into the fact table, BW converted the date value from
2015-02-22 into 9999-12-31. Furthermore the opening stock balance was written into a dimension
(DIMID 4 in our case) with record type '1' (0RECORDTP='1'). Why was this done?
Non-cumulative HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.40 and 7.50 use the technical InfoObject
'Record Type' (0RECORDTP) to differentiate between
–

the so-called reference points with 0RECORDTP='1',

–

fact table records that are not yet (semantically) contained in the reference points with
0RECORDTP='0' and

–

fact table records that are already (semantically) contained in the reference points with
0RECORDTP='2'.

As you can see, the semantics of the record type is identical as compared to HANA-optimized
InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x (see chapter 3.2.1).
For HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.40 and 7.50, reference points (0RECORD_TP='1')
contain the initialization records i.e. the initial stock balances in our scenario. They are always
stored for the fixed date 9999-12-31 (infinity). Furthermore, reference points are updated whenever
a request with delta movements is collapsed. In other words, reference points are the stock values
of the initialization plus/minus those of all collapsed requests with delta movements.
So reference points are updated whenever a request with delta movements is collapsed for classic
InfoCubes, but not for HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x – but now again for HANAoptimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.40 and 7.50. Why did the system behavior change back to the old
logic?
Well, not updating reference points when collapsing requests with delta movements simplifies the
collapse process and SAP HANA is indeed able to quickly aggregate stock values during query
runtime. However, not updating reference points also means that stock values in reporting have to
be computed as the total of the initial stock balance plus/minus all delta movements that happened
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between the initialization date and the date requested in the query. This has a significant
disadvantage because semantically it is no longer possible to shrink the size of an InfoCube by
removing old delta movements from the InfoCube without corrupting the current stock values.
Therefore, the system behavior was changed back i.e. reference points are updated when
collapsing requests with delta movements for HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.40 or
higher. This is crucial to allow time-based archiving of data from non-cumulative InfoCubes.
After loading the initial stock balances, we collapse that request first. Unlike for classic InfoCubes
there is no flag 'No Marker Update' and hence no need to decide on the right setting (see Picture
44).

Picture 44: Collapse request with initial stock balances
After collapsing the request with initial stock balances, we see that all fact table records now refer
to package dimension ID 1 i.e. record type is still '1' but the request information is gone
(0REQUID='0') which is the expected behavior of InfoCube collapse (see Picture 45). HANAoptimized InfoCubes do not have an E fact table. Therefore, data is not moved between fact tables
but only updated in the fact table.

Picture 45: Content of the fact table and package dimension after collapsing initial stock balances

3.3.2 Delta Movements
In the next step, we load delta movements i.e. those stock changes that occurred after the
initialization on 2015-02-22. To do so we create a simple DTP from DataSource ZMOVEMENTS into
InfoCube NCUMH740 with a filter on CALDAY > '2015-02-22' and run it.
Picture 46 shows once more the delta movements of our sample scenario, which are stored in table
ZMOVEMENTS.
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Picture 46: Delta movements in table ZMOVEMENTS
As explained above, delta movements are loaded for record type '0'. Consequently, we see new
records in the fact table for package dimension ID 5 with 0RECORDTP='0' after loading the delta
movements (see Picture 47).

Picture 47: Content of the fact table and package dimension after loading delta movements
Now we collapse the delta movements. Just to repeat the field 'No Marker Update' is not shown in
the 'Collapse' tab for HANA-optimized InfoCubes (see Picture 44). So there is no need to decide on
the right setting.
After collapsing the request with delta movements, we see that all fact table records related to
delta movements now refer to package dimension ID 2 i.e. record type is switched from '0' to '2'.
Furthermore the request information is gone (0REQUID='0') which is the expected behavior of
InfoCube collapse (see Picture 48).

Picture 48: Content of the fact table and package dimension after collapsing delta movements
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On top of that, the system updated the values of the reference points while collapsing the delta
movements. Let's verify that for material A100 in plant S400:
100

reference point before collapsing the delta movements

-70

goods issue on 2015-02-25

+150
180

goods receipt on 2015-02-26
new reference point value after collapsing the delta movements

This logic ensures that any collapsed delta movements are contained in the reference points. As
explained in chapter 3.3.1, updating the reference points allows for time-based archiving of older
delta movements. In addition, switching the record type from '0' to '2' keeps the InfoCube content
coherent with the semantics of the record types for HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.40
and 7.50. Just to recall:
–
–

Record type '0' means that a fact table record is not yet contained in the reference point.
Record type '2' means that a fact table record is already contained in the reference point.

By collapsing the request with delta movements, the reference points were updated and therefore
the record type was switched from '0' to '2'.

3.3.3 Historical Movements
Now we load historical movements i.e. those stock changes that occurred before the initialization
on 2015-02-22. To do so we create a DTP from DataSource ZMOVEMENTS into InfoCube
NCUMH740 with a filter on CALDAY < '2015-02-22' and update option 'Historical Transactions'
(see Picture 49). This option is only available for HANA-optimized InfoCubes (and advanced
DataStores). It allows SAP BW to detect that the request must not be handled as "normal" delta
movements but as historical transactions that were already semantically contained in the initial
stock balances. It is crucial to check this flag when loading historical transactions. Otherwise,
queries on the InfoCube will show "unexpected" data.

Picture 49: DTP with update option 'Historical Transactions'
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Picture 50 shows once more the historical movements of our sample scenario, which are stored in
table ZMOVEMENTS.

Picture 50: Historical movements in table ZMOVEMENTS
As explained above, historical movements are loaded for record type '2' in case the InfoProvider is a
HANA-optimized InfoCube. Consequently, we see new records in the fact table for package
dimension ID 6 with 0RECORDTP='2' after loading the historical movements (see Picture 51).

Picture 51: Content of the fact table and package dimension after loading historical movements
At this point, let's check how the result of a simple query without any filters looks like (see Picture
52). You may remember that the query on the classic InfoCube showed unexpected results before
collapsing the request with historical movements (see Picture 21). This time it is not mandatory to
collapse the request with historical transactions. The query result is correct. That is a significant
advantage of HANA-optimized InfoCubes over classic InfoCubes. You can verify the historical
movements via BEx query before collapsing the request. Like this, you are able to delete and reload
the request if it contains erroneous data.
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Picture 52: Query result before collapsing historical movements
For the sake of completeness, we collapse the request with historical movements. Brief recap, the
field 'No Marker Update' is not shown in the 'Collapse' tab for HANA-optimized InfoCubes (see
Picture 44); hence no need to decide on the appropriate setting.
After collapsing the request with historical movements, we see that all fact table records related to
historical transactions now refer to package dimension ID 2 i.e. record type is still '2'
(0RECORDTP='2') but the request information is gone (0REQUID='0') as expected after InfoCube
collapse (see Picture 53).
Please note that the reference points were not updated. Historical movements are already
(semantically) contained in the reference points. That is why the reference points are not updated
when collapsing a request with historical movements. However, a new record with record type '1'
and initial key figure values is created if the reference point table does not yet contain a record for
the given combination of characteristic values.

Picture 53: Content of the fact table and package dimension after collapsing historical movements

3.3.4 Query Processing
In chapter 3.1.4, we saw how inventory values are computed for classic InfoCubes. In a nutshell, this
is done by calculating the stock value at infinity first, and then calculating backwards from infinity to
the requested point in time. This concept has several disadvantages. First of all, query performance
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for recent stock values is only good if the InfoCube is regularly collapsed. Secondly the runtime for
calculating stock values in the past depends on how far backwards calculation is required.
Later in chapter 3.2.4, we learnt how stock values are calculated for HANA-optimized InfoCubes in
SAP BW 7.3x. That algorithm does not calculate the stock value at infinity first. Instead, it computes
the stock value at the upper limit of a time interval right away. This reduces the number of records
to be transferred from the database as well as the runtime for computing the stock values in the
Analytic Manager. However, there is still room for improvement. The design decision not to update
reference points when collapsing requests with delta movements has a downside from a query
performance point of view. Consequently, stock values have to be computed as the total of the
initial stock balance plus/minus all delta movements that happened before the date requested in
the query.
In this chapter, we will see how the Analytic Manager calculates the stock value for a time interval
between t1 and t2 for HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.40 and 7.50.

Picture 54: Formula for the inventory value at any time t0 in the interval [t1, t2]
The formula above shows how stock values for any time t0 in the interval between t1 and t2 are
computed. It is the very same formula as for HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x. Still,
there is a slight difference in the "translation" of the formula. This is simply due to the fact that
reference points are (again) updated during collapse of requests with delta movements for HANAoptimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.40 and 7.50 – which was not done for HANA-optimized
InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x (see chapters 3.1.1 and 3.2.1).
1.

The first read request is needed to compute the stock value at the upper limit of the time
interval t2. How would you do that? Well you have to read the reference point (record type
'1') which contains the initial stock balance as well as all collapsed delta movements. Then
you add all uncollapsed delta movements that happened up to and including t2 as they are
also relevant for the query. From that value you subtract those movements that are already
contained in the reference point (record type '2') but happened after t2 and therefore are
not valid for the requested time interval.
reference point (record type '1')
(= initial stock balance +/– all collapsed delta movements)
+
–

uncollapsed delta movements (record type '0') with date ≤ t2
movements already contained in the reference point (record type '2')
with date > t2
stock value at t2

This data is fetched from the database with a single read request that does not require a
time characteristic in the "GROUP BY".
2. The second read request is not shown in the formula and it is not as intuitive to understand
as the first one. This query does not have a time characteristic in the "GROUP BY" – it does
not even request a key figure! The only purpose of this query is to determine those
characteristic combinations that would not be hit by the other two read requests. Those
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tuples have only uncollapsed movements with date > t2. However, they must still be shown
with zero stock if their corresponding validity slice is part of the query result.
3. The third database request reads all movements in the time interval between t1 and t2
whether they are contained in the reference point (record type '0') or not (record type '2') –
with time characteristic in the "GROUP BY".
4. Using the data read in step 3, the system is able to do a backwards calculation from the
upper limit of the interval t2 (read in step 1) down to the lower limit of the interval t1. This is
simply done by subtracting all goods receipts and adding all goods issues that happened
between t2 and the requested point in time.
For material A100, plant S400, and time interval between 2015-02-24 (t1) and 2015-02-26 (t2), the
calculation would look like this:
1.

Compute the stock value at t2 (2015-02-26) for material A100, plant S400.
180
+

n/a

–

n/a
180

reference point (record type '1')
(= initial stock balance +/– all collapsed delta movements)
uncollapsed delta movements (record type '0') with date ≤ 2015-02-26 (t2)
movements already contained in the reference point (record type '2')
with date > 2015-02-26 (t2)
stock value at 2015-02-26

2. The second read request does not return any data in our sample scenario as our scenario
does not have any fact table records for material A100, plant S400, and date > 2015-02-26
(t2).
3. Read all movements between 2015-02-24 (t1) and 2015-02-26 (t2) for material A100, plant
S400.
4. Calculate backwards from stock value at 2015-02-26 (t2) by subtracting all goods receipts
and adding all goods issues read in step 3:
–

180

stock value at 2015-02-26 (t2)

150

movements with date > 2015-02-25 and ≤ 2015-02-26 (t2)

30
180
–

150

+

70
100

stock value on 2015-02-25
stock value at 2015-02-26 (t2)
movements with date > 2015-02-24 and ≤ 2015-02-26 (t2)
stock value on 2015-02-24

By comparing to the example in chapter 3.2.4 you see that the non-cumulative handling for HANAoptimized InfoCubes introduced with SAP BW 7.40 potentially reduces the calculation cost for the
stock value at t2 on the database – compared to HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x. This is
because reference points are updated during collapse of requests with delta movements for HANAoptimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.40 and 7.50.
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3.3.5 Switch of HANA-optimized InfoCubes created in SAP BW 7.3x
to the Optimized Non-Cumulative Handling as from SAP BW
7.40
The improved handling of non-cumulatives introduced with SAP BW 7.40 is only used for InfoCubes
that were originally created in SAP BW 7.40 or 7.50. After an upgrade to SAP BW 7.40 or higher,
HANA-optimized InfoCubes that were created in SAP BW 7.3x still use the logic as described in
chapter 3.2. However, it is possible to switch those HANA-optimized InfoCubes to the improved
non-cumulative handling that is available as from SAP BW 7.40.
How do you know whether an InfoCube already uses the improved non-cumulative handling or not?
Just simply display the content of table RSDCUBELOC for that InfoCube and look at the value in the
field NCUM_REFP_UPD (see Picture 55).

Picture 55: Table RSDCUBELOC with field NCUM_REFP_UPD
The table below lists the possible values for RSDCUBELOC-NCUM_REFP_UPD and describes their
meaning for HANA-optimized InfoCubes.
Table RSDCUBELOC
NCUM_REFP_UPD=' '
(space)

The InfoCube is either a classic InfoCube or a HANA-optimized
InfoCube.
If it is a HANA-optimized InfoCube, it does not use the improved noncumulative handling as from SAP BW 7.40 but still the logic of SAP BW
7.3x as described in chapter 3.2:
–

NCUM_REFP_UPD='Y'

The HANA-optimized InfoCube uses the improved non-cumulative
handling as from SAP BW 7.40:
–
–

NCUM_REFP_UPD='X'

Reference points are not updated when collapsing requests with
(delta) movements.

Reference points are updated when collapsing requests with
delta movements.
Record type '0' is updated to '2' when collapsing requests with
delta movements.

The HANA-optimized InfoCube uses a preliminary state of the improved
non-cumulative handling that was introduced with SAP BW 7.40:
–
–

Reference points are updated when collapsing requests with
delta movements.
Record type '0' is not updated when collapsing requests with
delta movements.

Remark: This type of non-cumulative handling is only mentioned here
for the sake of completeness. It was used for a short period only and
then replaced by the optimized version with NCUM_REFP_UPD='Y'. The
switch from NCUM_REFP_UPD='X' to 'Y' is done implicitly during the
first collapse of a request which runs on an InfoCube if the HANA
revision supports the optimized handling (Revision 74.04 or higher).
Therefore, it is very unlikely to see this type in a system.
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Check if your system fulfills the prerequisites below before switching a HANA-optimized InfoCube
created in SAP BW 7.3x to the improved non-cumulative handling as from SAP BW 7.40:
–

HANA Revision 74.04 or higher

–

The following SAP Notes must be applied:
1922711

Non-cumulatives: Error in reference point handling HANA IC

1927580

Non-cumulatives: Syntax error with conversion

2075136

Non-cumulatives: Error when switching NCUM handling

To switch a HANA-optimized InfoCube created in SAP BW 7.3x to the improved non-cumulative
handling as from SAP BW 7.40, you simply run the report RSDD_SWITCH_NCUM_HANDLING for
that InfoCube via transaction SE38 (see Picture 56).

Picture 56: Switch to improved non-cumulative handling as from SAP BW 7.40
The report performs several steps:
–

The values of all collapsed delta movements are added to the existing reference points. For
those characteristic combinations without existing reference points, the report creates new
reference points.
According to the definition of the record types (see chapter 3.3.1), the system updates the
package dimension ID of these fact table records to change the record type from '0' to '2'.
Only then, the record type reflects that the collapsed delta movements are now contained
in the reference points.

–

For any historical movements the system checks if reference points exist for the
characteristic combinations and creates missing reference points with initial values
(if applicable).

–

Finally, the field NCUM_REFP_UPD in table RSDCUBELOC is updated to value 'Y' to
complete the switch.

The report writes an application log for object RSDRI, subobject NCUM_SWITCH. To display the
application log, call transaction SLG1 as shown in Picture 57.

Picture 57: Application log for switch to improved non-cumulative handling in SAP BW 7.40
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No worries, the system continues using the non-cumulative handling for HANA-optimized
InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x (NCUM_REFP_UPD=' ') if any of the above steps fail.
Do not change the content of field NCUM_REFP_UPD manually per direct table update! This will
corrupt the data in the InfoCube with no chance to repair it.

3.4

Summary Non-Cumulatives in InfoCubes

Let's briefly summarize the most important advantages and disadvantages of the non-cumulative
handling for InfoCubes.
Classic InfoCubes
Advantages

Recent stock values can be computed with minimal effort if most of the
InfoCube requests are collapsed.
Deletion or archiving of collapsed delta movements is semantically
possible.

Disadvantages

Inappropriate handling of setting 'No Marker Update' in the 'Collapse' tab
can corrupt the InfoCube content – with no possibility to repair it.
Queries show "incorrect" results as long as requests with historical
transactions are not collapsed.
Validating a request with historical transactions is only possible after
collapse – with no chance to delete the request if it contains erroneous
data.
Querying recent stock values is slow if the InfoCube is not regularly
collapsed.
Calculating stock values becomes more time consuming the further the
requested time interval lies in the past.

HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x
Advantages

Setting 'No Marker Update' in the 'Collapse' tab is not required any
longer; hence no need to decide on the right setting and no risk to corrupt
the InfoCube content.
No need to collapse requests with historical transactions; queries always
show correct data.
Query performance is better as compared to classic InfoCubes because
backwards calculation from infinity is not required any longer.

Disadvantages

Recent stock values can only be computed by scanning all relevant delta
movements – which is usually negligible due to the power of SAP HANA.
Semantically it is not possible to archive or delete old delta movements
time-based, as this would affect the current stock value.
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HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.40 or 7.50
with RSDCUBELOC-NCUM_REFP_UPD='Y'
Advantages

Setting 'No Marker Update' in the 'Collapse' tab is not required any
longer; hence no need to decide on the right setting and no risk to corrupt
the InfoCube content.
No need to collapse requests with historical transactions; queries always
show correct data.
Deletion or archiving of collapsed delta movements is semantically
possible.
Recent stock values can be computed with minimal effort if most of the
InfoCube requests are collapsed.
Query performance is better as compared to classic InfoCubes because
backwards calculation from infinity is not required any longer.

Disadvantages
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4. Non-Cumulatives in Advanced DataStores
In the previous chapter, we looked at how non-cumulative data is loaded and internally stored in
InfoCubes. In this chapter, we will see how non-cumulatives are loaded into advanced DataStore
objects in SAP BW 7.40 or higher, how the data is stored internally and how it is read by the Analytic
Manager.
Introduced with SAP BW 7.40 SP08, the advanced DataStore object consolidates all BW
InfoProviders with persistent data into a single object with a single and simple database layout.
This is similar to the consolidation and simplification in the Virtual Layer based on the
CompositeProvider.

Picture 58: Advanced DataStore Objects
For more information on major features of the advanced DSO, positioning and roadmap read Klaus
Nagel's blog The "advanced" DataStoreObject – renovating BWs persistency layer and the related
chapter in the Help Portal.
Non-cumulative key figures cannot be used in classic DataStore objects, but only in advanced
DSOs. However, in SAP BW 7.40, the advanced DSO must use modeling properties as shown in
Picture 59. Reporting on such a DSO reads both, the inbound and the active data table – using a
union across both tables. All characteristics are considered as key fields. That is why activating a
request transfers data from the inbound table to the active data table, thereby aggregating the data,
which behaves very much like the collapse for InfoCubes. Therefore, you should only load additive
deltas into such an advanced DSO. Its properties are comparable to an InfoCube – with an
important difference: By default, advanced DSOs store characteristic values instead of SIDs. Only
in exceptional cases, it may be useful to store characteristic values and SIDs for individual
InfoObjects(!) in an advanced DSO (see the blog mentioned above for more details).
As from SAP BW 7.50, it is also possible to store non-cumulative key figures in advanced
DataStores with delta calculation capabilities. See chapter 4.1.6 for additional information.
Please note that a new HANA-optimized Business Content for inventory management is available
as from BI_CONT 757 SP 07. This content uses advanced DataStores. See the related chapter in
the Help Portal for further details.
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The following explanations refer to advanced DataStores without delta calculation capabilities that
use modeling properties as shown in Picture 59.

Picture 59: General modeling properties of an advanced DSO with non-cumulative key figures
Before we load data into the advanced DSO, let's have a look at the tables that are generated for the
advanced DataStore NCUMADSO.
1.

New requests are loaded into the inbound table (ending at '1'). For an advanced DSO with
property 'All Characteristics are Key, Reporting on Union of Inbound and Active Table', the
inbound table has very similar semantics to the F fact table of a classic InfoCube.

2. Activating a request transfers the data from the inbound table to the active data table
(ending at '2'). The activation of requests for an advanced DSO with modeling properties as
shown in Picture 59 is semantically very similar to the collapse of requests in InfoCubes.
From this point of view, the active data table behaves like an E fact table of a classic
InfoCube.
3. The change log (ending at '3') is always created but not written for the InfoProvider
NCUMADSO as shown in the modeling properties of the object (see Picture 59).
4. The validity table (ending at '4') stores the time interval(s) for which non-cumulative values
have been loaded into the InfoProvider.
The so-called validity characteristics form the key of the validity table. You maintain them in
the modeling UI of the advanced DSO (see Picture 60). The validity table automatically
contains the most granular time characteristic; further characteristics are optional and
should only be added with care! Read the following SAP Notes for further details.
360249

Non-cumulative: No or unintelligible data found in queries

1548125

Interesting facts about Inventory Cubes

The validity area for non-cumulatives in advanced DSOs is maintained in transaction RSDV,
same for InfoCubes. See the topic 'Validity Area' in the Help Portal for further information
on validities for non-cumulative values.
5. The reference point table (ending at '5') contains reference points for non-cumulative key
figures. Unlike for InfoCubes, reference points are stored in a separate table for advanced
DSOs.
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Database Tables of advanced DataStore NCUMADSO
Table Name

Description

/BIC/ANCUMADSO1

Inbound Table

/BIC/ANCUMADSO2

Active Data Table

/BIC/ANCUMADSO3

Change Log

/BIC/ANCUMADSO4

Validity Table

/BIC/ANCUMADSO5

Reference Point Table

Picture 60: Modeling properties of an advanced DSO related to Inventory
Let's briefly review the new request management used for advanced DSOs before we have a closer
look at the tables mentioned above and their content in the next chapters. The request
management is a core functionality of BW as it organizes availability and status of the data in ETL
processes as well as in reporting. InfoCubes and "classic" DSOs still use the current request
management while advanced DSOs use the new request management. The "new request ID"
(internally called "TSN" – Transaction Sequence Number) is no longer an INT4 value, but a
timestamp plus a generated, increasing postfix. It looks like this sample request ID {2015-08-13
10:25:11 000004 CET} and does not only remove the 2 billion limitation for the system-wide
number of requests, but also allows for new semantics derived directly out of the request ID i.e.
date and time of loading. The new request management comes with a new "manage UI" directly
accessible from the Data Warehousing Workbench that allows you to quickly navigate through very
large sets of requests and protocols and to perform manual tasks or monitoring activities (see
Picture 61).
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Picture 61: New request management

4.1.1

Initial Stock Balance

To load the initial stock balance we create an InfoPackage for DataSource ZINITIALBALANCE with
update mode 'Generate Initial Status' (see Picture 9) as well as a DTP from DataSource
ZINITIALBALANCE into the advanced DataStore NCUMADSO with extraction mode 'Initial NonCumulative for Non-Cumulative Values' (see Picture 62).
Please remember that we simply extract data from transparent tables, which were created in SAP
BW. In case you extract from ERP, please consider chapter 2.2.
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Picture 62: DTP with Extraction Mode 'Initial Non-Cumulative for Non-Cumulative Values'
Picture 63 shows once more the initial stock balances of our sample scenario, which are stored in
table ZINITIALBALANCE.

Picture 63: Initial stock balances in table ZINITIALBALANCE
Let's have a look at the content of the inbound queue after we ran the InfoPackage and the DTP for
the initial stock balance (see Picture 64).

Picture 64: Content of the inbound table after loading initial stock balances
While writing the initial stock balances into the inbound table, BW filled the technical field 'Record
Type' (RECORDTP) with value '1'. Why was this done?
Non-cumulative advanced DSOs use the technical field 'Record Type' (RECORDTP) to differentiate
between
–

the so-called reference points with RECORDTP='1',

–

records that are not yet (semantically) contained in the reference points with
RECORDTP='0' and

–

records that are already (semantically) contained in the reference points with
RECORDTP='2'.

As you can see, the semantics of the record type is identical as compared to HANA-optimized
InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x, 7.40 and 7.50 (see chapter 3.3.1).
For advanced DSOs, reference points (RECORD_TP='1') contain the initialization records i.e. the
initial stock balances in our scenario. Unlike for InfoCubes, they are not stored for the fixed date
9999-12-31 (infinity) but for the date as provided in the data record. Furthermore, reference points
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are updated whenever a request with delta movements is activated. In other words, reference
points are the stock values of the initialization plus/minus those of all activated requests with delta
movements. Please note that we use the term 'activate' instead of 'collapse' in the context of
advanced DSOs.
Not updating reference points would imply that stock values in reporting have to be computed as
the total of the initial stock balance plus/minus all delta movements that happened between the
initialization date and the date requested in the query. This would have a significant disadvantage
because semantically it would not be possible to delete old delta movements without corrupting the
current stock values. That is why reference points are updated when activating requests with delta
movements for advanced DSOs. This is crucial to allow time-based archiving of data from noncumulative advanced DSOs.
After loading the initial stock balances, we activate that request. The activation of a request with
initial stock balances transfers the data from the inbound table to the reference points table (see
Picture 65). The record type is still '1' and the values of the most granular time characteristic
CALDAY remain as originally loaded. Time characteristics other than the most granular one are
generated into the reference point table but always filled with initial values. The reference point
table does not contain a request identifier as it stores the aggregated reference points on the
granularity of the user-defined characteristics.

Picture 65: Content of the reference point table after activating the initial stock balances

4.1.2 Delta Movements
In the next step, we load delta movements i.e. those stock changes that occurred after the
initialization on 2015-02-22. To do so we create a simple DTP from DataSource ZMOVEMENTS into
the advanced DataStore NCUMADSO with a filter on CALDAY > '2015-02-22' and run it. Picture 66
shows once more the delta movements of our sample scenario, which are stored in table
ZMOVEMENTS.

Picture 66: Delta movements in table ZMOVEMENTS
As explained above, delta movements are loaded for record type '0'. Consequently, we see new
records in the inbound table with RECORDTP='0' after loading the delta movements (see Picture
67). Please note that transaction SE16 shows an empty string for RECORDTP instead of the typerelated initial value (here: 0) that is stored on the database.

Picture 67: Content of the inbound table after loading delta movements
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After loading the delta movements, we activate that request. The activation of a request with delta
movements transfers the data from the inbound table to the active data table (see Picture 68). We
also note that all records in the active data table now refer to RECORDTP = '2' i.e. record type is
switched from '0' in the inbound table to '2' in the active data table. Furthermore, the request
information is gone, which is the expected behavior when activating a request in an advanced DSO
with modeling properties as shown in Picture 59.

Picture 68: Content of the active data table after activating delta movements

Picture 69: Content of the reference point table after activating delta movements
On top of that, the system updated the records in the reference point table while activating the
delta movements (see Picture 69). Let's verify that for material A100 in plant S400:
100

reference point before activating the delta movements

-70

goods issue on 2015-02-25

+150
180

goods receipt on 2015-02-26
new reference point value after activating the delta movements

This logic ensures that any activated delta movements are contained in the reference points. As
explained in chapter 4.1.1, updating the reference points semantically allows for time-based
archiving of older delta movements (not supported for advanced DataStores with non-cumulative
key figures at the time of writing). In addition, switching the record type from '0' to '2' keeps the
content of the object coherent with the semantics of the record types for advanced DSOs. Just to
recall:
–
–

Record type '0' means that a fact table record is not yet contained in the reference point.
Record type '2' means that a fact table record is already contained in the reference point.

By activating the request with delta movements, the reference points were updated and therefore
the record type was switched from '0' to '2'.

4.1.3 Historical Movements
Now we load historical movements i.e. those stock changes that occurred before the initialization
on 2015-02-22. To do so we create a DTP from DataSource ZMOVEMENTS into advanced
DataStore NCUMADSO with a filter on CALDAY < '2015-02-22' and update option 'Historical
Transactions' (see Picture 70). This option is only available for HANA-optimized InfoCubes and
advanced DSOs. It allows SAP BW to detect that the request must not be handled as "normal" delta
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movements but as historical transactions that were already semantically contained in the initial
stock balances. It is crucial to check this flag when loading historical transactions. Otherwise,
queries on the InfoCube will show "unexpected" data.

Picture 70: DTP with update option 'Historical Transactions'
Picture 71 shows once more the historical movements of our sample scenario, which are stored in
table ZMOVEMENTS.

Picture 71: Historical movements in table ZMOVEMENTS
As explained above, historical movements are loaded for record type '2' in case the InfoProvider is
an advanced DSO (or a HANA-optimized InfoCube). Consequently, we see new records in the
inbound table with RECORDTP='2' after loading the historical movements (see Picture 72).

Picture 72: Content of the inbound table after loading historical movements
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At this point, let's check how the result of a simple query without any filters looks like (see Picture
73). You may remember that the query on the classic InfoCube showed unexpected results before
collapsing the request with historical movements (see Picture 21). This time it is not mandatory to
activate the request with historical transactions. The query result is correct. That is a significant
advantage of advanced DSOs and HANA-optimized InfoCubes over classic InfoCubes. You can
verify the historical movements via BEx query before collapsing the request. Like this, you are able
to delete and reload the request if it contains erroneous data.

Picture 73: Query result before activating historical movements
For the sake of completeness, we activate the request. The activation of a request with historical
movements transfers the data from the inbound table to the active data table (see Picture 74). The
record type is still '2' and the request information is gone, which is the expected behavior when
activating a request in an advanced DSO with modeling properties as shown in Picture 59.
Please note that the reference points were not updated. Historical movements are already
(semantically) contained in the reference points. That is why the reference point table is not
updated when activating a request with historical movements. However, a new record with initial
key figure values is created if the reference point table does not yet contain a record for the given
combination of characteristic values.

Picture 74: Content of the active data table after activating historical movements

Picture 75: Content of the reference point table after activating historical movements
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4.1.4 Query Processing
In chapter 3.1.4, we saw how inventory values are computed for classic InfoCubes. In a nutshell, this
is done by calculating the stock value at infinity first, and then calculating backwards from infinity to
the requested point in time. This concept has several disadvantages. First of all, query performance
for recent stock values is only good if the InfoCube is regularly collapsed. Secondly the runtime for
calculating stock values in the past depends on how far backwards calculation is required.
Later in chapter 3.2.4, we learnt how stock values are calculated for HANA-optimized InfoCubes in
SAP BW 7.3x. That algorithm does not calculate the stock value at infinity first. Instead, it computes
the stock value at the upper limit of a time interval right away. This reduces the number of records
to be transferred from the database as well as the runtime for computing the stock values in the
Analytic Manager. However, there is still room for improvement. The design decision not to update
reference points when collapsing requests with delta movements has a downside from a query
performance point of view. Consequently, stock values have to be computed as the total of the
initial stock balance plus/minus all delta movements that happened before the date requested in
the query.
In this chapter, we will see how the Analytic Manager calculates the stock value for a time interval
between t1 and t2 for advanced DSOs.

Picture 76: Formula for the inventory value at any time t0 in the interval [t1, t2]
The formula above shows how stock values for any time t0 in the interval between t1 and t2 are
computed. It is the very same formula as for HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x, 7.40 and
7.50. Still, there is a slight difference in the "translation" of the formula as compared to SAP BW
7.30x. This is simply because reference points are updated during activation of requests with delta
movements for advanced DSOs – which was not done when collapsing such requests for HANAoptimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x (see chapters 3.1.1 and 3.2.1).
1.

The first read request is needed to compute the stock value at the upper limit of the time
interval t2. How would you do that? Well you have to read the reference point (record type
'1') which contains the initial stock balance as well as all activated delta movements. Then
you add all not yet activated delta movements that happened up to and including t2 as they
are also relevant for the query. From that value you subtract those movements that are
already contained in the reference point (record type '2') but happened after t 2 and
therefore are not valid for the requested time interval.
reference point (record type '1')
(= initial stock balance +/– all activated delta movements)
+
–

not yet activated delta movements (record type '0') with date ≤ t2
movements already contained in the reference point (record type '2')
with date > t2
stock value at t2

This data is fetched from the database with a single read request that does not require a
time characteristic in the "GROUP BY".
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2. The second read request is not shown in the formula and it is not as intuitive to understand
as the first one. This query does not have a time characteristic in the "GROUP BY" – it does
not even request a key figure! The only purpose of this query is to determine those
characteristic combinations that would not be hit by the other two read requests. Those
tuples have only not yet activated movements with date > t2. However, they must still be
shown with zero stock if their corresponding validity slice is part of the query result.
3. The third database request reads all movements in the time interval between t 1 and t2
whether they are contained in the reference point (record type '0') or not (record type '2') –
with time characteristic in the "GROUP BY".
4. Using the data read in step 3, the system is able to do a backwards calculation from the
upper limit of the interval t2 (read in step 1) down to the lower limit of the interval t1. This is
simply done by subtracting all goods receipts and adding all goods issues that happened
between t2 and the requested point in time.
For material A100, plant S400, and time interval between 2015-02-24 (t1) and 2015-02-26 (t2), the
calculation would look like this:
1.

Compute the stock value at t2 (2015-02-26) for material A100, plant S400.
180
+
–

n/a
n/a
180

reference point (record type '1')
(= initial stock balance +/– all activated delta movements)
not yet activated delta movements (record type '0')
with date ≤ 2015-02-26 (t2)
movements already contained in the reference point (record type '2')
with date > 2015-02-26 (t2)
stock value at 2015-02-26

2. The second read request does not return any data in our sample scenario as our scenario
does not have any fact table records for material A100, plant S400, and date > 2015-02-26
(t2).
3. Read all movements between 2015-02-24 (t1) and 2015-02-26 (t2) for material A100, plant
S400.
4. Calculate backwards from stock value at 2015-02-26 (t2) by subtracting all goods receipts
and adding all goods issues read in step 3:
–

180

stock value at 2015-02-26 (t2)

150

movements with date > 2015-02-25 and ≤ 2015-02-26 (t2)

30
180
–

150

+

70
100

stock value on 2015-02-25
stock value at 2015-02-26 (t2)
movements with date > 2015-02-24 and ≤ 2015-02-26 (t2)
stock value on 2015-02-24

By comparing to the example in chapter 3.2.4 you see that the non-cumulative handling for
advanced DSOs potentially reduces the calculation cost for the stock value at t2 on the database –
compared to HANA-optimized InfoCubes in SAP BW 7.3x. This is because reference points are
updated during activation of requests with delta movements for advanced DSOs.
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4.1.5 Extracting from Advanced DataStores
With non-cumulative InfoCubes, it was very inconvenient and error-prone to load non-cumulative
information from one InfoCube to another. You had to extract records with different record types in
separate DTPs, and it was crucial to load and collapse requests with reference points, historical and
delta movements in the right sequence and with appropriate settings. This was also induced by the
fact that the algorithm for collapsing requests in InfoCubes with non-cumulative key figures was
not able to handle requests that contain data with different record types.
Now, with advanced DSOs, transferring data from one advanced DataStore with non-cumulative
key figures to another is greatly simplified. Create a transformation between both InfoProviders
and a DTP for that transformation. That's it. The DTP will automatically extract all initialization
records, historical and delta movements in a single request – no matter whether the requests in the
source are activated or not. When activating the request in the target advanced DSO, it is
automatically ensured that records with different record types are handled appropriately i.e.
reference points with RECORDTP=1 are transferred to the reference point table and historical as
well as delta movements keep their record types as in the source InfoProvider.
Please keep in mind that this is only valid if source and target of the transformation are both
advanced DSOs. Loading from DataSources into advanced DSOs still requires separate
DataSources for initial stock balances and movements. Moreover, loading from InfoCubes into
advanced DSOs still requires several DTPs to handle the different record types appropriately.
Back to transformations that extract from advanced DSOs with non-cumulative key figures, there is
one minor rule that must be followed when creating the transformation. This is only relevant if the
most granular time characteristic of the target is coarser than the most granular time characteristic
of the source. For example, the source advanced DSO contains 0CALDAY as most granular time
characteristic while the most granular time characteristic of the target advanced DSO is
0CALMONTH (see Picture 77). In such a scenario, the time reference characteristic of the target
(0CALMONTH) must not be mapped by the same time characteristic (0CALMONTH) of the source
(if available at all) but by the most granular time characteristic of the source (0CALDAY).

Picture 77: Transformation between two advanced DSOs with non-cumulative key figures
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This is necessary to avoid problems when transferring initial stock balances from the source to the
target. Remember that time characteristics other than the most granular one are generated into
the reference point table but always filled with initial values (see Picture 65). Therefore, it is
necessary to map the most granular time characteristic of the source to the time characteristic in
the target.

4.1.6 Non-Cumulatives in Advanced DataStores with Delta
Calculation Capabilities
As from SAP BW 7.50, you can store non-cumulative key figures in advanced DataStores with delta
calculation capabilities. These advanced DataStores must use modeling properties as shown in
Picture 78. For such an advanced DSO it is mandatory to select one or more characteristics as key
fields (see Picture 79). Activating a request transfers data from the inbound table to the active data
table, thereby aggregating or overwriting data in the active data table with respect to the key fields.
Whether data is aggregated or overwritten depends on the settings in the transformation that was
used to load the data before. Reporting on such an advanced DSO only reads from the active data
table. Its properties are comparable to a classic standard DSO.

Picture 78: General modeling properties of an advanced DSO with delta calculation capabilities

Picture 79: Manage keys functionality for an advanced DSO with delta calculation capabilities
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Activating the advanced DSO NCUMOVW with delta calculation capabilities generates the same set
of tables as listed in chapter 4.
1.

New requests are loaded into the inbound table (ending at '1'). For an advanced DSO with
property 'Activate Data' and 'Write Change Log', the inbound table has very similar
semantics to the activation queue of a classic standard DSO (ending at '40').

2. Activating a request transfers the data from the inbound table to the active data table
(ending at '2') and populates the changelog (ending at '3'). The activation of requests for an
advanced DSO with modeling properties as shown in Picture 78 is semantically identical to
the activation of requests in classic standard DSOs. From this point of view, the active data
table behaves like an active records table of a classic standard DSO (ending at '00').
3. As mentioned before the change log (ending at '3') is written while activating a request. It
reflects the changes made to the active data table. Data in the change log can be loaded as
additive delta into InfoProviders that do not support delta calculation capabilities.
4. The validity table (ending at '4') stores the time interval(s) for which non-cumulative values
have been loaded into the InfoProvider. See chapter 4 for additional information.
5. The reference point table (ending at '5') contains reference points for non-cumulative key
figures. Unlike for InfoCubes, reference points are stored in a separate table for advanced
DSOs.
Database Tables of advanced DataStore NCUMOVW
Table Name

Description

/BIC/ANCUMOVW1

Inbound Table

/BIC/ANCUMOVW2

Active Data Table

/BIC/ANCUMOVW3

Change Log

/BIC/ANCUMOVW4

Validity Table

/BIC/ANCUMOVW5

Reference Point Table

Loading data into advanced DSOs with delta calculation capabilities, the semantics of reference
points and the query processing logic are identical to advanced DSOs without delta calculation
capabilities, see chapter 4.1.1 to 4.1.5 for further details.
When using advanced DSOs with delta calculation capabilities, it is important to understand how
changes to non-key fields affect query results. Let's have a look at an example to get a better
understanding.
For this example, we focus on material A100 of our sample data. Picture 80 shows the initial stock
balances stored in table ZINITIALBALANCE. Picture 81 shows the historical movements, Picture 82
the delta movements stored in table ZMOVEMENTS.

Picture 80: Initial stock balances in table ZINITIALBALANCE for material A100 only
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Picture 81: Historical movements in table ZMOVEMENTS for material A100 only

Picture 82: Delta movements in table ZMOVEMENTS for material A100 only
We slightly modify the data model described in chapter 2.1 and add another characteristic
0MATL_GROUP as non-key field to the advanced DataStore NCUMOVW (see Picture 79).
The characteristic 0MATL_GROUP is an attribute of 0MATERIAL and the characteristic
0MATL_GROUP in the advanced DSO should be filled by the value of the navigational attribute
0MATERIAL__0MATL_GROUP. We assume that the material group assigned to material A100 is
MC01 until 2015-02-23 and MC02 as from 2015-02-24.

Picture 83: Navigational attribute 0MATL_GROUP of 0MATERIAL
After loading the initial stock balance, the historical transactions, and the delta movements and
after activating the related requests, the content of the active data table is as shown in Picture 84.
Please note that the first two records refer to 0MATL_GROUP='MC01' while record #3 and #4 refer
to 0MATL_GROUP='MC02', which is the expected result for the scenario as described above.

Picture 84: Content of the active data table after loading and activating all data
A query with drilldown by 0MATERIAL, 0MATL_GROUP, and 0CALDAY may show an unexpected
result at first glance (see Picture 85). Movements for material A100 after 2015-02-24 when the
value for 0MATERIAL__0MATL_GROUP changed from MC01 to MC02 are shown in separate
columns. This is probably not, what you want to see – but on the other hand, it is a very valid query
result for the data in the active data table and the reference point table of the advanced DSO.
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Picture 85: Query result with drilldown by 0MATL_GROUP
Please note that the reference point table contains two records, one for 0MATL_GROUP='MC01'
and one for 0MATL_GROUP='MC02' for different calendar days.

Picture 86: Content of the reference point table after loading and activating all data
A query with drilldown by only 0MATERIAL and 0CALDAY shows the expected result (see Picture
87).

Picture 87: Query result without drilldown by 0MATL_GROUP
In that respect – and for the given scenario – the advanced DSO with delta calculation capabilities
behaves very much like an InfoCube or an advanced DSO with modeling properties similar to an
InfoCube (see Picture 59) which both use all characteristics as key fields.
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5. Non-Cumulatives in External SAP HANA Views
An important part of the whole SAP BW powered by SAP HANA story is the option to create
scenarios where data owned by and modeled within BW and data owned by and modeled within
native HANA tools interact. This is what we call mixed scenarios. Starting with SAP NetWeaver BW
7.30 SP08 it is possible to expose BW data natively in HANA as HANA views that point directly to
the data and tables managed by BW. This enables HANA-native consumption of BW data.
In SAP BW 7.30, the BW model import wizard in the SAP HANA Studio is used to generate a HANA
view based on the BW object metadata directly on the BW tables. The wizard-based import of BW
models is supported for HANA-optimized InfoCubes, classic standard DataStore Objects, query
snapshot InfoProviders and InfoObjects of type characteristic. Further restrictions apply, namely
non-cumulative key figures in InfoCubes are not supported. For additional information, see the SAP
HANA Modeling Guide.
A new option, the HANA view generation, has been introduced with SAP BW 7.40 SP05. This
feature makes it possible to trigger the HANA view generation (and re-generation) directly using
the BW object activation, i.e. the HANA view is part of the BW object life cycle and the fact that a
BW object has a dependent HANA view is part of its metadata (which can be delivered, transported
etc.). For more details, see SAP First Guidance – SAP NetWeaver BW 7.40 powered by SAP HANA
– SAP HANA View Generation in SCN and Generating SAP HANA Views from the BW System in the
Help Portal.

5.1.1

Restrictions

With SAP BW 7.40 SP08 or higher, the HANA view generation triggered from BW also supports
non-cumulative key figures with exception aggregation LAST. With SAP BW 7.50 and SAP Notes
2224916 and 2224710, it is planned to support non-cumulative key figures with exception
aggregation FIRST, MIN, MAX, and AVG weighted by the most granular time characteristic.
Non-cumulative key figures are not supported in external HANA views generated for an
InfoProvider, but only in external HANA views generated for a BEx query. Whether an external
HANA view is generated for a BEx query or not is part of the metadata of the query. It is maintained
in the Query Designer in the Eclipse-based BW modeling tools (see Picture 88).
Generating an external HANA view for a BEx query is only possible if the underlying InfoProvider
was exposed as external HANA view before.
Several restrictions apply for non-cumulative key figures in external HANA views:
–

A BEx query with non-cumulative key figures can only be exposed as external HANA view if
the time characteristics used in the query meet several conditions. See SAP Note 2032830
for further details.

–

Validity objects for non-cumulative key figures are ignored in the external HANA view.

–

Non-cumulative values must not be aggregated arbitrarily i.e. summing up non-cumulative
values over time returns wrong data. The same is true for measures in external HANA views
that represent non-cumulative key figures. Such measures must not be aggregated
arbitrarily after selecting from the external HANA view of a BW query. This implies that
consuming the external HANA view as a data source in other, customer-defined HANA
views is generally possible. However, queries reading from the customer-defined HANA
views must never aggregate the (non-cumulative) measures calculated by the generated
external HANA view over time. In other words, such queries must always request the most
granular time characteristic.

The SAP Note below provides additional information on restrictions and recommendations.
2032830

External SAP HANA view: Inventory key figures (non-cumulative key figures)
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Picture 88: External HANA View for a BEx Query

5.1.2 Performance
For performance reasons, it is beneficial if global filters used in the query are applied when reading
data from the underlying InfoProvider before the non-cumulative key figures are calculated.
Technically this is not always possible. In such cases, the data is filtered after calculation of the noncumulative key figures – which may result into higher query runtimes.
Currently, in SAP BW 7.40, global filters are processed in the following way:
–

Global filters defined in the query that do not use variables are applied before the noncumulative key figures are calculated.

–

Global filters based on variables are only applied before if the variable represents a single
value. Such variables are transferred into HANA input parameters in the external HANA
view.
HANA input parameters for variables that represent single values can be specified in a SQL
statement as follows:
select * from "PUBLIC"."system-local.bw.bw2hana.query.infoprov::queryname"
(placeholder."$$BW_VARIABLE1_NAME$$"=>'BW_VARIABLE1_VALUE',
placeholder."$$BW_VARIABLE2_NAME$$"=>'BW_VARIABLE2_VALUE')

–

Global filters based on variables that do not represent a single value are applied after the
calculation of the non-cumulative key figures. Such variables are transferred into HANA
variables in the external HANA view.
HANA variables are only a hint to BI clients to generate a variable dialog and prompt the
user for input values. The BI clients are then responsible for generating a restriction on the
attribute name (not the variable name) in the WHERE clause of a SQL statement. Such
restrictions in the WHERE clause are always processed after the non-cumulative key figures
are calculated.
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With SAP BW 7.50 and SAP Note 2224916, global filters based on variables that represent multiple
single values are also applied before the non-cumulative key figures are calculated. See SAP Note
2192903 for additional information. HANA input parameters for variables that represent multiple
single values can be specified in a SQL statement as follows:
select * from "PUBLIC"."system-local.bw.bw2hana.query.infoprov::queryname"
(placeholder."$$NUMERIC_BW_VARIABLE1_NAME$$"=>'BW_VARIABLE1_VALUE1, BW_VARIABLE1_VALUE2',
placeholder."$$STRING_TYPED_BW_VARIABLE2_NAME$$"=>'''BW_VARIABLE2_VALUE1'',''BW_VARIABLE2_VALUE1''',
placeholder."$$STRING_TYPED_BW_VARIABLE3_NAME$$"=>'''BW_VARIABLE3_VALUE1''')

Note that values for string typed input parameters must be escaped by two single quotes – plus
leading single quote at the beginning and closing single quote at the end. Even a single value must
be surrounded by three single quotes at the beginning plus three single quotes at the end in case
the input parameter supports multiple single values.
For performance reasons, global filters based on variables representing an interval may be replaced
by an interval restriction that uses two variables each representing a single value for the lower and
upper limit of the interval (see Picture 89).

Picture 89: Interval restriction using two variables for lower and upper interval limit

Both variables representing the lower and upper limit should then be passed as HANA input
parameters. Only then, the interval restriction is processed before the non-cumulative key figures
are calculated.
select * from "PUBLIC"."system-local.bw.bw2hana.query.infoprov::queryname"
(placeholder."$$CALDAYFROM$$"=>'CALDAYFROM_VALUE',
placeholder."$$CALDAYTO$$"=>'CALDAYTO_VALUE')
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6. Archiving Data from InfoCubes with NonCumulatives
With SAP BW 7.40 SP08 or higher it is possible to archive data from InfoCubes with non-cumulative
key figures using Data Archiving Processes (DAP). Movements may be removed using time-based
archiving and finally, it is possible to archive reference points as well.
Please note that archiving data from advanced DataStore Objects with non-cumulative key figures
is not supported at the time of writing.
There are several restrictions to consider about archiving from InfoCubes with non-cumulative key
figures:
–

Data Archiving Processes (DAP) can only be created for InfoCubes with non-cumulative key
figures if BW is running on SAP HANA.

–

Near-line storage is only possible with non-cumulative InfoCubes if the near-line solution is
SAP Sybase IQ.

–

The non-cumulative InfoCube must be HANA-optimized. See chapter 3.2.5 for more details
on how to convert a classic InfoCube to a HANA-optimized InfoCube.

–

The InfoCube must use the improved handling of non-cumulatives in SAP BW 7.40 and
higher. See chapter 3.3.5 for more details on how to determine the current mode for noncumulative processing and how to switch to the improved handling if necessary.

–

The data in the non-cumulative InfoCube that you want to archive must be collapsed before
an archiving run is started. Collapsing requests for non-cumulative InfoCubes updates the
so-called reference points if the improved handling of non-cumulatives in SAP BW 7.40 or
higher is used. Updating the reference points allows for time-based archiving of collapsed
movements (see chapter 3.3.1 for further details).

Before you start archiving from InfoCubes with non-cumulative key figures, you should ensure that
the following SAP Note is implemented.
2075032

Non-cumulative InfoCubes: Reloaded archived data creates incorrect non-cumulative
key figures

The settings of an archiving request do not offer an explicit option or flag to archive reference
points. Instead an implicit approach is used here i.e. an archiving request archives reference points
only if it detects that there are no movements for the selection conditions of this archiving request.
Therefore archiving reference points from InfoCubes is a two-step approach i.e. movements and
reference points are archived with two separate archiving requests.
Assumed plant S400 was closed and after some time, you want to archive all data for that store.
Then you may proceed in the following way:
1.

Collapse all requests in the InfoCube that contain data for plant S400. It is not possible to
archive uncollapsed movements. This prerequisite is verified by the system.

2. Create a Data Archiving Process for the InfoCube. To do so, call the context menu of the
InfoCube in the Data Warehousing Workbench and choose the option 'Create Data
Archiving Process'.
o
o
o

In 'General Settings' enter a Near-Line Connection or choose the option 'ADKBased Archiving'.
Add the characteristic 0PLANT to the so-called additional partitioning
characteristics in the selection profile (see Picture 90).
Activate the Data Archiving Process.
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Picture 90: Selection Profile of Data Archiving Process
3. Create a new archiving request to archive the movements first. To do so, call the Manage UI
of the InfoCube, select the tab 'Archiving' and press the button 'Archiving Request…'.
o Maintain the selection conditions. The relative time restriction should be left empty
in this scenario, as we want to archive all movements for the given store. The plant
S400 must be maintained in 'Further Restrictions' as shown in Picture 91.
o Simulate the archiving request and verify its deletion conditions:
0PLANT
IN I EQ
'S400'
0RECORDTP IN I EQ
'2'
o Run the archiving request. It archives all collapsed movements for plant S400 and
only the reference points remain in the fact table.

Picture 91: Selection Conditions of Archiving Request
4. Create another archiving request to archive the reference points.
o
o

o

Maintain the selection conditions. This request must not have any time restrictions.
The plant S400 must be maintained in 'Further Restrictions' as shown in Picture 91.
Simulate the archiving request and verify the deletion conditions:
0PLANT
IN I EQ
'S400'
0RECORDTP IN I EQ
'1'
Run the archiving request. All movements for plant S400 should have been
archived by the request created in step 3. Therefore, the archiving request created
in this step archives all reference points that meet its selection conditions.

Loading new data into the InfoProvider is not possible if this data matches the selection conditions
of any successful archiving request. This is verified by any data loading process. These checks of
new data against locked data areas usually do not increase the data load times significantly if the
number of locked data areas is not too high.
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As an example, a sustainable archiving strategy for an inventory InfoCube of a typical retail
company should not use 0MATERIAL as additional partitioning characteristic in the selection
profile. Instead – to archive seasonal articles – you may add the season as characteristic in the
InfoCube and use season as an additional partitioning characteristic in the selection profile.
As for other InfoProviders, you can reload archived data. This restores the InfoProvider's physical
dataset and unlocks the data area that had been locked by the archiving request before. Reference
points can be reloaded without reloading movements for a given set of selection conditions.
However, when reloading movements it is crucial to reload related reference points if they had been
archived before. Otherwise, the reloaded movements would lead to inconsistent results in queries.
The Data Archiving Process automatically ensures that reference points are reloaded if an archiving
request reloads movements and reference points had been archived for its selection conditions
before. This is guaranteed because the setting 'Also Reload Subsequent Requests' of the archiving
request is mandatory for InfoCubes with non-cumulative key figures.
See Special Features of InfoCubes with Non-Cumulative Key Figures in the Help Portal for
additional information on archiving of non-cumulative data.
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7. Appendix
Related Guides and Blogs
The "advanced" DataStoreObject – renovating BWs persistency layer
Aspects of the HANA-optimized InfoCube
SAP First Guidance – SAP Netweaver BW 7.30 on HANA Inventory InfoCubes
How to Handle Inventory Management Scenarios in BW (NW2004)

Related Chapters in the Help Portal
Non-Cumulatives
Converting Standard InfoCubes to SAP HANA-Optimized InfoCubes
Generating SAP HANA Views from the BW System in Mixed Modeling (SAP BW and SAP HANA)
Special Features of InfoCubes with Non-Cumulative Key Figures in Information Lifecycle
Management
Inventory Management (SAP HANA-Optimized) in Business Content for Supply Chain Management

General SAP Notes on Inventory Handling and Non-Cumulative Key Figures
1548125

Interesting facts about Inventory Cubes

2097535

BW on HANA: 'Update of Marker during Compression'

360249

Non-cumulative: No or unintelligible data found in queries

SAP Notes on Conversion of Non-Cumulative InfoCubes to HANA-optimized InfoCubes
1766577

Converting non-cumulative InfoCubes: All requests compressed

1780575

Conversion fails with error "RSDRI_HDB 059"

SAP Notes on Switching HANA-optimized InfoCubes with Non-Cumulative Key Figures to the
Optimized Non-Cumulative Handling as from SAP BW 7.40
1922711

Non-cumulatives: Error in reference point handling HANA IC

1927580

Non-cumulatives: Syntax error with conversion

2075136

Non-cumulatives: Error when switching NCUM handling
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SAP Notes on Extracting from InfoProvider with Non-Cumulative Key Figures
2192542

ADSO: Error "Time inconsistency found for record ..."

SAP Notes on External SAP HANA Views for Queries with Non-Cumulative Key Figures
2032830

External SAP HANA view: Inventory key figures (non-cumulative key figures)

2224916

External SAP HANA view: Non-cumulative key figures with exception aggregation
FIRST, MIN, MAX, or AVERAGE

2224710

NCUM pushdown: Exception aggregations MIN, MAX, and AV1 for SQL

2192903

External SAP HANA view and Query variables used in global filter and restricted key
figures

SAP Notes on Archiving Data from InfoCubes with Non-Cumulatives
2075032

Non-cumulative InfoCubes: Reloaded archived data creates incorrect non-cumulative
key figures
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